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NONHOMOGENEOUS BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND 
CURVED TRIANGULAR FINITE ELEMENTS 
ALEXANDER Z E N J S E K 
(Received May 18, 1979) 
The majority of model problems for which the convergence of the finite element 
method has been analyzed is restricted to homogeneous Dirichlet problems (see, 
e.g., [3], [4], [6], [10], [11], [12]). There are only a few exceptions where nonhomo-
geneous Dirichlet boundary conditions have been treated (see, e.g., [1], [8], [9] 
where, however, only C°~finite elements and second order elliptic equations are 
considered). 
In this paper, both Dirichlet and Neumann nonhomogeneous boundary conditions 
are studied. In Section 1 the approximation of nonhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary 
conditions is analyzed in the case of elliptic equations of order 2m + 2. This section 
is a generalization of the results presented in [12]. In Section 2 the approximation 
of boundary conditions is studied in the case of a mixed nonhomogeneous boundary 
value problem for second order elliptic equations. 
The notation used in this paper is the same as in [12] and thus its explanation is 
omitted as far as standard symbols (e.g., derivatives Dau, spaces Hk, H0, W^\ their 
norms, etc) are concerned. 
1. NONHOMOGENEOUS DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
FOR ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS OF ORDER 2m |- 2 
Let Q be a bounded and simply connected domain in the x,y-plane with a boundary 
r which is of class Cqwith q sufficiently large to fulfil our requirements. We consider 
the following model problem 
(1) ( - l ) m + 1 X D\a^u)=f in Q, 
| a | , | / J | = m + l 
<2) Й 
дvJ 
= 9j 0 = 0, ..., m) 
where v is the outward normal to F and a^, f, g} sufficiently smooth functions (the 
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smoothness will be specified later). The symbols a, /3 denote multiindices. We assume 
that there exists a constant \i > 0 such that the inequality 
(3) I aJx,y)U,^^ E £ 
| a | , | 0 | = m + l | a | = m + l 
holds for arbitrary (x, y) e Q and for arbitrary values of £a. Using (3) and Friedrichs' 
inequality we see that the bilinear form 
(4) a(v,W)= E U a«(lTv)(D'w)dxdy 
|a|,|/?|=w + l J J « 
is Hm + ' (^-ell iptic. 
The weak solution of problem (1), (2) is a function u e Vg satisfying 
(5) a(u, v) = l(v) V v e V0 = Ho
+1(^) 
where 
(6) /(») = ! fv dx dy , 
(7) Vg = {v e H
m+1(0) : c^v/OV = gj on F in the sense of traces 
(j = 0 , . . . , m ) } . 
We shall solve problem (l), (2) by the finite element method using curved triangular 
finite Cm-elements described in [12]. To this end let us triangulate the domain Q, 
i.e. let us divide it into a finite number of triangles (the sides of which can be curved) 
in such a way that two arbitrary triangles are either disjoint, or have a common 
vertex, or a common side. Let the triangulation have the property that each interior 
triangle (i.e. a triangle having at most one point common with the boundary F) 
has straight sides and each boundary triangle has at most one curved side. Then this 
side lies on the boundary. 
With every triangulation T we associate two parameters h and S defined by 
(8) h = max hT , # = min QT , 
TeT T6T 
where hT and # r are the length of the largest side and the smallest angle, respectively, 
of the triangle with straight sides which has the same vertices as the triangle T. 
We restrict ourselves to such triangulations that 3 is bounded away from zero as 
h -> 0, i.e. 
(9) 9 ^ £0 - #o = const > 0 . 
Let us replace the curved triangles Tof the triangulation r of Q by the curved triangles 
T* described in [12, Theorem 2] and denote the triangulation obtained in this way 
by Th. The union of the closed triangles of xh will be denoted by Qh and the boundary 
of Qh by rh. Let us note that if the curved side of a boundary triangle Te x has the 
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parameteric representation 
(10) x = (p(s), y - \jj(s) , 52 ^ s ^ s3 
then, according to [12], the parametric representation of the curved side of T* e xh is 
(11) x = (p*(t), y = \jj*(t), O ^ t ^ l , 
where (p*(t) and i/̂ *(t) are Hermite interpolation polynomials of degree n = 2m + 1 
of the functions <p(t) and ^(t), respectively. The polynomials (p*(t), \jj*(t) are uniquely 
determined by the derivatives (pU)(tt), $
U)(t^),j = 0, ..., m; i = 2,3 (t2 = 0, t3 = 1). 
The functions <p(t), ^(t) are defined by 
(12) (p(t) = <p(S2 + s32t) , $(t) = il/(s2 + s32t) 
where s32 = s3 — S2. 
At each vertex Pt of the triangles of the triangulation Tft let us prescribe the para-
meters 
(13) D«w(Pi), |a| = 2m. 
At the centres of gravity PJ of the interior triangles T of Th let us prescribe the para-
meters 
(14) Daw(Po), |a| S m - 2 
and in the interiors of the boundary triangles T* of %h let us prescribe the parameters 
(15) w(Plj) , j = 1, ..., K (R = m«(mn - l)/2) 
where P^x, ..., P^R are certain distinct points and n = 2m + 1 (for details see 
[12, p. 356]). 
The parameters (13), (14) enable us to construct generalized Bell's Cm-elements 
on the interior triangles of xh. The parameters (13), (15) enable us to construct curved 
triangular Cm-elements on the boundary triangles of rh. (For details see [12, Section 2].) 
Let Wh denote the finite dimensional subspace of C
m(Qh) consisting of functions 
which we obtain by piecing together the curved triangular finite Cm-elements just 
mentioned with generalized Bell's Cm-elements. Further, let 
(16) V0h = {w e Wh : d
jw\dv{ = 0 on Th, j = 0, ..., m} 
where vh is the outward normal to Th. Finally, let Vgh be the subset of Wh consisting 
of those functions which at the nodal points lying on Th satisfy the boundary con-
ditions (2) and all consequences of these conditions containing the derivatives of 
order at most 2m. E.g., in the case m = 1 we have at the nodal points (i.e. vertices) 
on Th: 




2w ,, d2™ „, , d2w ,, d2w . 
(18) cP' _ + *// — — = G; , (B' — — + r — = Gi 
Oxz Ox Oy Ox Oy Oyz 
where prime denotes the derivative with respect to 5, g0 and gl are the functions 
from (2), cp and 1// are the functions from (10) and 
09) Gx-±*Lgi+*Lg>„ G2=+^gi+^g'0 
Q Q Q Q 
with 
Q = vW)2 + mi • 
If v = (IJJ'\Q, —<P'\Q) then we take the upper sign in (19), if v = ( — i/O7o, <p'\o) then 
we take the lower sign. It should be noted that the relation w" = g"0 is a linear combi-
nation of (17) and (18). 
According to [12, Lemma 2], we have 
(20) v, w e Vgh => v - w E V0h . 
Now we can define the discrete problem for solving approximately problem 
(1), (2): Find uh e Vgh such that 
(21) ah(uh, v) = lh(v) VvGV0h 
where 
(22) ak(v, w) = X f f aaP(D*v) (D*w) dx dy 
\a\,\p\=m+l J jQh 
(23) 7„(v) = f ffvdxdy. 
J Jflh 
The symbols aa/i denote continuous extensions of the functions aap to the plane E2-
The continuity of dap and inequality (3) imply the existence of a domain Q => Q 
and of a constant ft > 0 (dependent on Q) such that the inequality 
(24) I M*. 30«/» £/* I & 
\<z\,\P\=m+l |a|=m+l 
holds for arbitrary (x, y) e Q and for arbitrary values of £a. 
Having established Q ID IQ we can find /7 (dependent on ;Q) such that 
(25) Q ID Qh Mh < h. 
Thus (24) holds for arbitrary (x5 y) e Qh, h < h. 
The symbol /denotes an extension of the function/ and will be specified in (32). 
Finally, using quadrature formulas with integration points lying in Q we replace 
the forms ah(v, w) and lh(v) in the same way as in [12, p. 365] by the forms ah(v, w) 
and lh(v), respectively, and solve the following problem instead of problem (21): 
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Find uh e Vgh such that 
(26) ah(uh, v) = lh(v) Vu e V0h. 
The estimate of the rate of convergence is based on the following abstract error 
theorem which is a modification of similar theorems from [3], [4]: 
Theorem 1. Let a family of discrete problems (26) be given and let (25) hold. 
Let there exist a constant y > 0 independent on h such that for h < h we have 
(27) y|H|m+i,fi„ - ah(v> v) Vv e V0h. 
Then for h < h every problem (26) has a unique solution uh and 
(28) Us - uh\\m+unh <; c\sup |-.(f l .^)-WJ + i n f f i ~ _ vUiQh + 
LweVoh | |w| |m+l,fl,, êK.jh ( 
|a,(v, w) - a,.(v, w)|' 
+ sup 
weVoh | | m + l , ß h 
where u is an arbitrary function in Hm+i(Q) and C is a constant independent 
on u and h. 
Proof . Assumption (27) implies that for h < h every problem (26) has a unique 
solution uh. 
Let v e Vgh be an arbitrary function. Then, according to (20), w = uh — v e V0h 
and relations (26), (27) imply 
(29) y\mi + i,Qh ^ ah(w, vv) = lh(w) - ah(v, vv) + 
+ \_dh(u — v, vv) — ah(u, vv) + dh(v, vv)] . 
The continuity of the functions d^ in the domain Q and inclusions (25) show that 
in the case h < h there exists a constant M independent on h such that 
\ah(v, w)\ ^ M\\v\\m+UQh | |w| |m + 1 X ) h Vi>, weH
m+1(Qh). 
Vising this inequality we obtain from (29) 
(30) Mm+l,n^-suP\
S^4--JM + 
7 H-eVoh \\W\\m+l,Qh 
+ — \\u - v\ m+í , ß ř l 
1
 C 1 _ \Zh(v>
 w) ~ ah(v, w)| 
— sUp J — r r — 7 7 l 
J vveFoh p V | | m + 1 ^ h 
Combining (30) with the triangular inequality 
| | " "~ Uh\\m+l,nh = | j " ~
 V||m+l,Dh + I H U m + l ^ h 
and taking the infimum with respect to v e Vgh we obtain inequality (28). Theorem 1 
is proved. 
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in what follows the function u will be a continuous extension of the exact solution 
of problem (l), (2) to the domain Q. In this case the first term on the right-hand side 
of (28) can be rewritten: Assumptions (36), (37) of Theorem 3 about the functions 
daB, u allow us to use Green's theorem and find 
(31) ã„(ű,w) = ïh(wџП fw åx ày (w є V0Һ) 
I Oh 
with 
(32) / = ( - l ) m + 1 Z D\aa,D«u). 
| a | , I / N = m + l 
Equation (32) defines an extension of the function f because for (x, y) e Q the right-
hand side of (32) is equal t o f 
If we do not use numerical integration then condition (27) takes the form 
(33) K\\v\\2m+ltQh ^ ah(v, v) Vv e Voh, h <h 
where the constant K > 0 is independent on h and inequality (28) reduces to the 
inequality 
(34) ||fi - uh\\m+ltQh S C inf ||u - v\\m + UDh 
veVgh 
which is a generalization of a similar inequality derived for second order nonhomo-
geneous Dirichlet problems in the case of polygonal domains by Strang [9]. Let us 
note that inequality (33) follows immediately from (24) by means of Friedrichs' 
inequality (121). (The independence of the constant K on h is a consequence of the 
fact that in the case of V0h c Hl(Qh) we can set C = b
2 in (121) where b is the length 
of the side of a square containing^ - see [7, pp. 13-14].) 
It follows from the construction of Vgh that the interpolate Tlu of the function u 
belongs to Vgh. Thus, setting v = Tlu and using the interpolation theorem from [12] 
we obtain: 
Theorem 2. Let u e H3m + 2(Q). Then 
( 3 5 ) l n f II" - Hlm+l A ^ C ^ m + 1 | | " | | 3 m + 2 ^ 
VSVgh 
where C is a constant independent on h and u. 
Thus owing to a sufficiently smooth approximation of the boundary F by the curve 
Th consisting of arcs (11) the problem of convergence of a finite element procedure 
using curved triangular finite Cm-elements reduces also in the case of nonhomogene-
ous boundary conditions to an interpolation problem and to an analysis of the effect 
of numerical integration. 
Inspecting the proofs of [12, Theorems 7, 8, 9] we see that they are valid also 
in the case of boundary conditions (2) (i.e. for v, w e V0h in the case of Theorem 7 
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and for v e Vgh, w e V0h in the case of Theorems 8, 9). Thus the following theorem 
can be proved in the same way as [12, Theorem 10]: 
Theorem 3. Let inequality (3) hold for arbitrary (x, y) e Q and for arbitrary 
values of £a. Let 
(36) ueH3m + 2(Q), 
(37) aap e W^
2 + 3m + 1\Q), |a| = \fi\ = m + 1 , 
(38) feH2m + i(Q) 
where it is an extension of the solution of problem (i), (2) to the domain Q, dap are 
extensions of the coefficients aap toQ and f is defined by (32). Let the degree of arcs 
from which Th consists be equal to 2m + 1. Let the numerical quadrature scheme 
over the unit triangle T0 be of degree of precision 2(n + 2) m, 
(39) E*(p*) = 0 Vp* e P(2(n + 2) m) , 
with n = 1for generalized Bell's Cm-elements and n = 2m + \ for curved triangu-
lar finite Cm-elements. Then for sufficiently small h the solution uh of the discrete 
problem (26) exists and is unique and the following estimate holds 
(40) ||"~ - w*||m+1,n„ ^ C/i
2m+1[||/||2m + i,« + 
+ ||W| 3m + 2,.Q ( 1 + ZJ II ®ocP | 2m + 1 , 0 0 , ^ ) ] •> 
\a\,\P\=m+l 
where C is a constant independent on h, u and dap. 
R e m a r k 1. Instead of (36) it suffices to assume that u e H3m+2(Q). Then, accord-
ing to Calderon's extension theorem, there exists an extension u of u for which 
usH^\Q), | |a | 3 m + 2 (s :g C|M||3m+2,fi. 
R e m a r k 2. The error functional F*(P*) appearing in (39) is defined in [12, p. 368]. 
2. NONHOMOGENEOUS MIXED BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
FOR SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS 
In Section 1 we considered only main (stable) boundary conditions. In this section 
we study natural boundary conditions. Their approximation and analysis is different 
from the approximation and analysis of Dirichlet boundary conditions. For simplicity, 
we restrict ourselves to second order elliptic equations and consider the following 
model problem: 
<«> -£(t'£)-£K)-'tao-
(42) u| r , = g, mes T1>0, 
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/ A*\ , du , du | ,_ 
(43) fe,—v. + k 2 — v 2 r 2 = Q, 
Ox Oy 
where 
(44) k^x, y) ^ p. > 0 , i = l ,2 , (x, y) 6 .Q . 
The domain 0 satisfies the same assumptions as in Section V the symbols Fl5 F2 deno­
te disjoint parts of the boundary F of Q; it holds F = FA + F2. The vector (yl9 v2) 
is the unit vector of the outward normal to the curve F2 and kX, k2,f, g, Q are suffi­
ciently smooth functions (their smoothness will be specified later). 
Equation (41) is a special case of equation (l) for m = 0. Inequalities (44) imply 
that inequality (3) is satisfied. In this case the bilinear form (4) takes the form 
and is V0-elliptic where 
(46) V0 = {v G H
X(0) : v = 0 on FX in the sense of traces} . 
The weak solution of problem (41) —(43) is a function u e Vg satisfying 
(47) a(u, v) = l(v) Vv e V0 , 
where 
(48) /(-) = / » + / » , 
(49) ř » = [fvdxáy, / » = í Qvds, 
Jo Jr2 
(50) Vg = {v e H
l(Q) : v = g on Fl in the sense of traces} . 
We shall solve problem (41) —(43) by the finite element method: Let us approximate 
the domain Q by a domain Qh in the same way as in Section 1. Let the functions (11) 
be now Hermite interpolation polynomials of degree 2k + 1 of functions (12) where k 
is a given integer. (In the case of second order problems we usually choose k = 1.) 
Then on the interior triangles of the triangulation Th we shall use Koukal's polynomials 
of degree 2k + 1 [5, Theorem 5] which are uniquely determined by the parameters 
(51) Daw(P^ |a| g k (I = 1,2, 3) 
(52) Daw(P0), |a| ^ k - 1 
where P1, P2, P3 are vertices of a triangle and P0 its centre of gravity denoted in a local 
notation. 
On the curved triangles 7"* of the triangulation Th we shall use Zlarnal's curved 
triangular finite C°-elements [11]. These finite elements are uniquely determined 
by parameters (51), (52) where Pl, P2, P3 denote the vertices of T* in a local notation 
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and P0 is the image of the point R0 in transformation [12, (23)]. R0 is the centre 
of gravity of the triangle T0 which lies in the £,n-plane and has the vertices 1^(0, 0), 
R2(1,0), .R3(0,1). 
In this section the symbol Wh will denote the finite dimensional subspace oi^ C°(Qh) 
consisting of functions which we obtain by piecing together Koukal's and Zlamal's 
C°-elements. Further, we define the space V0h by 
(53) V0h = {weWh:w = 0 on FM] 
where rhl is the part of Fh approximating Fx. Finally, let Vgh be the subset of Wh 
consisting of functions which at the nodal points lying on Fhl satisfy the boundary 
condition (42) and all consequences of this condition containing the derivatives 




w = g 
д2w 
(<P'У ~ + WФ' . 
cx cx cy 
. dw .. dw 
<p —- + ý — = g , 
cx cy 
+ (ry -~j + <p" — + v — 
oyr dx cy 
where cp(s), ij/(s) are the functions from (10) and the prime denotes the derivative 
with respect to s. 
The relations of the type (54), (55) indicate how to specify the smoothness of the 
function g: We assume g(x, y) e Ck(U) where U is a domain containing the curve Fx. 
Let us note that implication (20) holds where the symbols Vgh, V0h have the meaning 
defined in this section and where v, w are arbitrary functions from Vgh. 
Now we can define the discrete problem for solving approximately problem 







ãh(ühђ v) =- ìh(v) v є V0j 
àh(v, 
ôw ~ õv дw 
— + k2  
дx дx дy дy 
= íí (X-
JJnA 'dx 
?(») = f f fv dx dy , 
JJíJh 
dx dy , 
m 
m = Q,,v ds 
гh2 
where Th2 = Fh — Thl. The symbols k; denote continuous extensions of the functions 
k; to the plane E2. Similarly as in Section 1, using the continuity of k; we can establish 
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a domain Q ZD Q and find fi > 0 and h (dependent on Q) such that (24) and (25) 
hold. 
The symbol / denotes an extension of the function / to the domain Q and will 
be specified in (68). 
The symbol Qh denotes the function which we obtain by "transferring" the function 
Q from the curve F2 onto the curve Fh2: Let c(P2, P3) be an arc lying on F2 which 
has the parametric representation (10); P2 and P3 are its end points denoted in a local 
notation. Let ch(P2, P3) c: Th2 be the approximation of c(P2, P3). Let 
(61) (x, y) ss (cp*(t), r{t)) e ch(P2, P3) , O ^ ^ l 
where x = (p*(t), y = ij/*(t) is the parametric representation of ch(P2, P3) (cf. ( l l)) . 
Then we set 
(62) Qh(x, y) = Q(cp(s2 + S32t), ij/(s2 + s32t)) = Q(cp(t), $(t)). 
According to the definition of the line integral, we have 
(63) f Qhw ds = f Q(<p(t), $(t)) w(<p*(t), ^*(t)) Q*(t) d«, 
Jch(P2,P3) Jo 
where the functions cp(t), ij/(t) are defined in (12) and where 
(64) e*(t) = J{[<p*'(t)f + [>*'(0]
2} • 
Using quadrature formulas with integration points lying in Q we replace the forms 
ah(v, w) and ~lh(v) in the same way as in [12, p. 365] by the forms ah(v, w) and l^(v), 
respectively. Farther, computing numerically the integral on the right-hand side 
of (63) for each ch cz Th2 we obtain a linear form lh(v). We solve the following 
problem instead of problem (56): Find uh e Vgh such that 
(65) ah(uh, v) = lh(v) Vv e V0h, 
where 
(66) lh(v) = fh(v) + fh(v). 
The estimate of the rate of convergence is based again on Theorem l, where m = 0 
and where Vgh, V0h, dh(v, w), ah(v, w) and lh(w) have the meaning introduced in this 
section. 
In what follows the function u from Theorem 1 will be a continuous extension 
of the exact solution u of problem (41) —(43) to the domain Q. In this case the first 
term on the right-hand side of (28) can be rewritten: Assumptions (70), (71) of Theo-
rem 4 about the functions u, kt allow us to use Green's theorem and find 
(67) ãh(ӣ, w) = Jw áx áy + ( ќ ^ vhl + k2 — vh2 )wás (w є V0Һ), 
J Oн J гh дx ôy 
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where vhl, vh2 are the direction cosines of the outward normal to the curve Th2 and 
where 
dy \ dyj 
(68) 
dx \ dx 
Equation (68) defines an extension of the function f because for (x, y) e Q the right-
hand side of (68) is equal to f — cf. (41). 
Using (59), (66) and (67) we can write 
(69) 
\ah(u, w) - lh(w)\ < \l°(w) - l
a
h(w)\ + 
l . ß h | l , ß h 
I f l ř 8a ! + k2 - ^ vh2 ) w ás - lh (w) 
дy 
i , ß h 
The following theorem is a consequence of [12, Theorems 8, 9] with r = N* = 
= 2k + 1, m = 0 and of the interpolation theorems for KoukaPs and Zlamal's 
C°-elements. 




űєH2k + 2(U), 
KtєWZ
k+1XU), í = l , 2 , 
fєH2k+1(Q), 
where u is an extension of the solution u of problem (41) —(43) to the domain Q, 
kt are extensions of the coefficients kt to Q and the function f is defined by (68). Let 
the degree of arcs (11) from which Th consists be equal to 2k + 1. Let the numerical 
quadrature scheme over the unit triangle T0 be of degree of precision 4k, i.e., 
(73) F*(p*) = 0 Vp* e P(4k) 
for both KoukaVs and ZldmaVs C°-elements. Then for h < h the sum of the second 
and third terms on the right-hand side Of (28) (with m = 0) and of the first term 
on the right-hand side of (69) is bounded by 
(74) Ch2k+1[\\?\ 2k+î,Q s + m 2 ,ßü ~*~ Z-І ||ki||2fc+l,ooД)J , 
where C is a constant independent on h, u and kt. 
It remains to estimate the second term on the right-hand side of (69) and to find 
a sufficient condition for the validity of inequality (27). In solving the first problem 








w ás ÍW 
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4K- ~ ôü t + k2 — vh2 - ßй ) w ds Oy ) w d І + II G*wds - lh(v 
The first term on the right-hand side of (75) depends on the error of approximation 
of the curve F2 by Fh2, the second term divided by ||wjj t Qh is less or equal to the error 
of numerical integration on Fh2. Both terms are estimated in Theorem 5. Before 
formulating and proving Theorem 5 we must make some notes on numerical integra-




where co* are the coefficients and tj the integration points of the formula. According 
to the definition of the line integral, we have 
(77) E*(ř) Q*(Í) df, F(x, y)ds= j F(cp*(t)y i/J*(t)) Q*(t) df = 
Jo 
where the function Q*(t) is defined by (64). Relations (76) and (77) imply 
(78) f F(x,y)ds±lZcoJ,ChF(BJ,Ch) 
Jc„ J=l 
with 
(79) aJtCH = co*e*(tj), BJtCh = (<p*(tj), r(tj)) • 
Both tOj Ch and Bj Ch depend on (p*(t), ij/*(t) and thus on ch. As the curve Fh2 is a union 
of arcs ch the linear form lh (w) is of the form 
(80) 
Ch j = 1 
Let us define the error functionals 
(81) 
(82) 
Ech(F)= ľ F(x,y)ds-J:coJtChF(BJtCҺ), 
Jch J = l 
E*(E*) = F*(t)dí-lZco*F*(tj). 
J = Í 
According to (76) —(79), the following identity holds: 
(83) ECh(E) = E*(F*Q*) . 
With respect to (83) we have 
(84) ECh(Qhw) = E*(Qtw*Q*) 
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where, according to (62), (63), 
(85) Qt(t)=Q(cp(t)>Ht)), 
(86) w*(t) = w(cp*(t), ij/*(t)) . 
The functions qj(t), ij/(t) are given by (12). It follows from the construction of the 
curved triangular finite elements (see [10], [11], [12]) that the function w*(t) is a poly-
nomial of degree 2k + 1 in one variable t, 
Lemma 1. Let r be a given integer and I = [0, 1], There exists a constant C 
independent on v* e P(r) such that 
(87) max \v*U)\ = C\v*\jtI, j ^ 0 Vv* e P(r) , 
i 
(88) j v * ^ S C\v*\u , 0 = i g j Vv* G P(r), 
P(r) being the space of all polynomials of degree not greater than r. 
Relations (87), (88) are one-dimensional analogies of relations (24), (25) from [11]. 
Lemma 2. Let the boundary F be of class C2k + 2. Let the functions (p*(t), ^*(t) 
defining the arc ch(P2,P3) c: Th2 be Hermite interpolation polynomials of degree 
2k + 1 of the functions (p(t), \j/(t) (see (12)) on the interval I = [0, 1]. If h is suffi-
ciently small then the following estimates hold: 
(89) axhT g s32 _ a2hT , at = const > 0 , 
(90a) \<P*u\t) - cpu\t)\ ^ Ch2T
k + 2, j = 0, 1, ..., 2k + 1 , 
(90b) |^*U)(0 - ^O )(0| = Ch2T
k + 2, j = 0, 1,..., 2k + 1 , 
(91) |<P*U)(0| - ChjT, \r
U)(t)\ = C/ij, j = 1,2, ..., 
(92) |e*U)(0| = C*/iT
+1 , j = 0 , l , . . „ 
w/iere s32 = s3 — s2, the function Q*(t) is defined by (64), the constants au a2, 
C depend only on F and the constant C* depend on F and j . 
Proof. If F is of class C2k + 1 then there exists a parametric representation of F 
x = cp(s), y = i/j(s), s e [A, B] 
such that cp G C2k + 2(A , B), */, e C
2k + 2(A, B) and 
(93) \<PU)(s)\ = M , |iA(y)(s)| g M , 5 G [A , B] , 
j = 0, 1, . . . , 2k + 2 , 
where M is a constant. The segment [A , B] can be divided into a finite number 
of segments [A-, B.] such that at least one of inequalities 
(94) \q>'(s)\*p>0, | ^ ' ( s ) | ^ j 8 > 0 , s e [ 4 B j 
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holds, where /? is a constant. As in [12] the triangulation is chosen in such a way that 
each segment [s2, s3] (a local notation) is a subsegment of a certain segment [A,-, Bt]. 
First we prove inequalities (89), We have 
(95) mes c(P2, P3) = PVl> ' )
2 + Wf] ^ • 
J S2 
It follows from (9) and from the sine theorem that the length of the smallest side 
of the triangle P1P2P3 is greater than or equal to hT sin #0. Thus hT sin #0 ^ 
mes c(P2, P3). The first inequality (89) then follows from (93) and (95). 
If h is sufficiently small then there exists a constant K > 0 independent on the 
triangulation T of Q such that KhT ^ mes c(P2, P3). The second inequality (89) 
then follows from (94) and (95). 
As mes I = 1 we obtain from the remainder theorem for the Hermite interpolation 
\<p*U)(t) - q>U)(t)\ S Cx max \<p
i2k + 2)(t)\ , 
I 
where j = 0, 1, ..., 2k + 1. According to (12) and (93), we have max r |<p
(2/c + 2)(t)| ^ 
g MS32
+2 and (90a) follows from (89). Estimate (90b) can be proved in the same way. 
Relations (12), (89), (93) imply |^ ( y )(0 | -§ ChJT, \$
U)(t)\ S ChTJ = 0, 1, ..., 2k + 
+ 2. Hence |<p*U)(t)| ^ Ch{ + \(pU)(t) - (p*U)(t)\ and (90a) implies the first ine-
quality (91) forj = 1, ..., 2k + 1. In the case j ^ 2k + 2 this inequality is satisfied 
automatically. The second inequality (91) can be proved in the same way. 
Estimate (92) can be obtained by differentiating relation (64) and using (91) and the 
relation 
(96) Q*(t) = VIIV'W]
2 + l>*'(0]2} ^ ChT. 
Inequality (96) follows from (90) and (94): If the first inequality (94) holds then 
\cp'(t)\ ;*> S32£ > 0. Then, according to (89), aJhT g |<p*'(0| + |<P*'(0 ~ ^ ' (0 | -
This implies, with respect to (90a), |<p*'(f)| ^ ChT for sufficiently small h and (96) 
follows. Lemma 2 is proved. 
Lemma 3. If h is sufficiently small then 
(97) |w*|o,i ;§ Chr1/2|w|0,c. 
where the constant C depends only on F. 
Proof. According to (96), we have 
|w|o,c„ = w
2 ds = (w*)2 D* dt ^ Ch r |w*|0>/ 
J ch Jo 
and (97) follows. 
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Lemma 4. Let the boundary F Of Q be of class C2k + 1. If h is sufficiently small 
then 
(98) í w2 ás = C||w||
2
jr,h Vvv e H
1^), 
J Alh 
where ATh is an arbitrary part of the boundary Yh of Qh and C is a constant depend-
ing only on AT, i.e. on the part of F which is approximated by AFfv 
Inspecting the proof of the trace theorem (see [7, pp. 15 — 16]) we see that the 
independence of the constant C on h follows from (90). 
Theorem 5. Let the part F2 Of the boundary F Of Q be of class C
2,c + 2, let the exten-
sion u of the solution of problem (41) —(43) be twice continuously differentiable 
on Q with derivatives bounded by a constant K2, 
\Dau(x, y)j ^ K2 , |a| = 2 , (x,y)eQ, 
let the extensions ku k2 of the functions ku k2 be once continuously differentiable 
on Q with derivatives bounded by a constant Kl9 
\D%(x, y)\ £ Kt , |a| = l , (x,y)eQ, i = l , 2 , 
and let the function Q(x, y) belong to the space C2k + 1(U) where U is a domain 
containing F2. Let the functions (p*(t), ip*(t) defining the arcs ch of Fh be Hermite 
interpolation polynomials of degree 2k-\-\ of the functions (p(t), i[/(t). In computing 
the integrals (77) let us use a quadrature formula of degree of precision 4k 4- 1, 
i.e. let 
(99) Ef(v*) = 0 Vu* Є P(4k + 1). 
Then for sufficiently small h the second term on the right-hand side of (69) is 
bounded by 
(100) Ch2k+i , 
where C is a constant independent on h, C = C(Kt, K2, Q, F2). 
Proof, a) First we estimate the first term on the right-hand side of (75). Let us 
denote for simplicity 
(101) 
r ÔÜ r ÕÜ л 
a = k! — vhí 4- k2 — vh2 - Qh . 
õx õy 
The Cauchy inequality and Lemma 4 imply 
(102) aw ás 
гh2 
= \a\o,rh2 \w\o,rh2é Ci V (
m e s r/.2)max \<r\ 11 ,Í-Һ 
EҺ2 
ct = ct(г2). 
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Let us set 
(103) A, = <p*(t)-<p(t), A2 = r ( t ) - m -
According to (90) we have 
(104) Ai = 0(h2T
k+2) , A\ = 0(h2k+2) , r = 1,2. 
Using the Taylor formula we obtain 
ki(<p*(t), r(t)) = kt(<p(t) + Au $(t) + A2) = 
= kt(<p(t), m) + 0(At) + 0(A2) = ki(<p(t), $(t)) + 0(h
2
T
k + 2). 
As k~i(<p(t), ip(t)) = ki(<p(t), \ji(t)) we can write 
(105) U<P*(t), ^(t)) = ki(<p(t), $(t)) + 0(h2T
k+2) . 
Similarly we obtain 




^ (ę*(t), ф*(t)) = ~ (ф(t), Щ) + 0(h2т




(108) vhi = v i + 0(h\
k+i), . - = 1 . 2 . 
To prove (108) let us realize that 
v,i = r'(t)iQ*(t), vh2 = -<p*'(t)iQ*(t), 
vi = ~f(t)JQ(t), v2 = -<p'(t)lQ(t) 
where Q*(I) is defined by (64) and where 
m = v([ '̂(o]2 + mm • 
Let us set 
S2(l)= 1 +~(v1A
,
2- v2A\)+ ' 
g(t) 
Then we have 
vhl = (^'(0 + *2)KQ(t)8(t)) = v. + 0(h
2/+ 1) 
because (104) holds and #(t) ^ a1phT. The second estimate (108) can be proved 
similarly. 
Estimates (105) -(108) imply 
г дü r дü 
ki — vhl + k2 — vй2 
дx O> 
au дu 




As, according to (43) and (61), (62), 
, CU ,' , ÔU | 
k! — VІ + k2— V2L дx дy 
QШҖt))--
Qh(<p*(t), r(t)) = Qh\Ch = Q(<p{t), m)> 
we obtain with respect to (101) 
max (109) 
or in more detail, 
(110) max \a\ ^ 
|or| = 0(h2т
k 
2fc+ 1 C2 = C 2 ( t f I , K 2 , Г 2 ) 
As mes fh2 < 2 mes F2 and hT S h relations (102) and (110) imply 
(1И L 
Jгh2 
aw ás < CЉ2 1 ,ßл , Cз = Cз(KІ5K2,F2). 
b) Now we estimate the second term on the right-hand side of (75). According 
to (80) and (81), we have 




= I l-U&иO 
0 . c E h 2 
Taking into account relation (84) we shall estimate the term E*(()*w*O*). Let us 
consider the form 
(113) E*(u*w*) , u* e W(2k + 1\l) , w* e P(2k + 1). 
According to (82) and (113) we have 
(114) |E*(u*w*)| ^ C4|w*|0,oo,/
 m a x | w * | • 
Using (87) and the inequality |u* | 0 j O 0 j j — ||
w*||2fc + i,oo,/ w e obtain from (114) 
| E * ( u * W * ) | g C5||w*||2/c+l,oo,/ h * | o , / • 
For a given w* e P(2k + 1) let us define a linear form/(u*) on W{2k+1\l) by 
/(«*) = E*(u*w*) Vu* e W%k + 1\l). 
The linear functional f(u*) is continuous with the norm less than or equal to C5|w*|0 j 
on the one hand, and vanishes over P(2k) on the other hand, by virtue of assumption (99). 
Therefore, using the Bramble-Hilbert lemma (see [2] or [4], [10], [12]), we obtain 
(US) |E*(u*w*)| < C6 | ii*|2 f c + l f 0 0 i i |w*|0 } / 
Vu* e Wi2k+1\l), Vw* e P(2k + 1) . 
Relations (12) and (85) give 
(U6) *<




The assumptions of Theorem 5 about F2 and Q together with (116) show that 
Qh e C
2k + 1(I). Thus, setting u* = <2*O* we obtain from estimate (115) 
(117) \E?(Q*hQ*w*)\ < C 6 max \(QtQ*f
2k + 1>\ • | w * | 0 , , . 
I 
As 
|(e,V) ( 2 f e + 1 )l ^ T ( 2 k r
+ 1 ) | G * ( r ) l • k*(2fc+1~r)|, 
we get from (116) and Lemma 2 
(118) max | ( o h V )
( 2 f c + 1 ) | ^ C 7 ^
k + 2 , C 7 = C 7(Q, r 2 ) . 
Relations (84), (117) and (118) together with Lemma 3 give 
(119) \ECh(Qhw)\<C8h
2k + 3'2\w\0iCh. 
Let us combine estimates (112) and (119) and use the Cauchy inequality and the 
fact that the number of boundary triangles is 0 ( h _ 1 ) . Then we obtain with respect 
to Lemma 4 
ľ Qhwds-l
г
h{w) < cљ2 l , ß h (120) 
with c9 = c9(e, r2). 
c) Combining inequalities (75), (111) and (120) we obtain the bound (100) for the 
second term on the right-hand side of (69). Theorem 5 is proved. 
It remains to find a sufficient condition for the validity of inequality (27). Inspecting 
the proofs of such sufficient conditions in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions 
on F (see, e.g., [3], [4], [12]) we see that in virtue of [12, Theorem 7] the problem 
reduces to establishing the inequality 
(121) \v\lQh S C\v\
2
UQh VveV 0„, 
where C is a constant independent on v and h. The solution of this problem follows 
from the following theorem which is proved in [13]. 
Theorem 6. Let the boundary F Of a bounded domain Q be of class C2/c + 2 and \ef 5 
be an arbitrary but fixed part of F such that mes S > 0. Let every triangulation 
T of Q satisfy the condition 
(122) h\h ^ c0 (c0 = const > 0, h = min hT) 
Tex 
and have the property that S is a union of the curved sides of some boundary 
triangles. Let Sh be the part of Th which approximates S. Then the constant C(Qh) 
appearing in the inequality 
(123) |HI?.~»--C(Q-)(f v2ds + Hi.n.) ^veW» 
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can be chosen in such a way that 
(124) C(Qh)->K(Q) if h->0, 
where K(Q) is an arbitrary constant which can occur in Friedrichs' inequality 
(125) \\v\\lQ £K(Q)(tv
2ds + \v\ljA VveH\Q). 
Corollary. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6 be satisfied with S = Fx. Then 
inequality (121) holds for h < h, where h is sufficiently small. 
Theorem 7. Let kt(x, y) e W
(£k+l)(Q) and let inequalities (44) hold. Let the assump-
tions of Theorem 6 be satisfied with S = T1. In computing the bilinear forms 
ah(v, w) let us use a quadrature formula of degree of precision 4k, i.e. let (73) 
hold for both KoukaVs and ZldmaVs C^-elements. Then inequality (27) (with m = 0) 
holds for h < h7 where h is sufficiently small. 
The p roof of Theorem 7 follows the same lines as that of [12, Corollary 1], We 
use the corollary of Theorem 6 together with [12, Theorem 7] where we set N* = 
2k + 1, m = 0 for both the curved and the interior triangles. (It should be noted 
that in the case m = 0 the proof of [12, Theorem 7] does not depend on the boundary 
conditions prescribed on F.) 
The results of this section are summarized in the following theorem: 
Theorem 8. Let the assumptions of Theorems 4, 5 and 7 be satisfied. If h is suffi-
ciently small then the solution uh of the discerte problem (65) exists and is unique 
and 
(126) \\u-uh\\u{ih=0{h
2k + l), 
where u is an extension of the solution u of problem (41) — (43) to the domain Q. 
The assertion of Theorem 8 follows from Theorem 1 with m = 0, from (67), (69) 
and from the assertions of Theorems 4, 5 and 7. 
R e m a r k . If we consider the Newton boundary condition 
дu , дu 
(127) bu + kj — V! + k2 — v 
дx дy 
= Q (b = b0 > 0 , bo = const) 
T2 
instead of the Neumann condition (43) we can obtain similar results. The bilinear 
form ah(v, w) has in this case the form 
(128) ãh{v,w) = 
f f (r dv dw r dv dw\ . bhvw as + [ ki — !- k2 — — ) dx dy 
JTh2 JJQH\
 d x d x dydyt 
where bh is the function obtained by "transferring" the function b from F2 onto F^2 
(cf. (61), (62)). In proving condition (27) we use again Theorem 6. In the case of the 
boundary condition (127) we can also consider the situation F = F2. 
The results obtained in this section can be extended to the case of fourth order 
elliptic equations with various combinations of boundary conditions. 
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Ѕ o u h r n 
NEHOMOGENNÍ OKRАЈOVÉ PODMÍNKY 
А ZАKŘIVENÉ TROЈÚHELNÍKOVÉ KONEСNÉ PRVKY 
АLEXАNDER ŽENÍŠEК 
V článku je navržen způsob aproximace nehomogenních okrajových podmínek 
Dirichletova a Neumannova typu při řešení okrajových úloh eliptických rovnic meto­
dou konečných prvků. V případě Dirichletových podmínek splňují parametry, 
které jednoznačně určují testovací funkce, v uzlových bodech ležících na hranici 
podmínky typu (17), (18), resp. (54), (55). V případě Neumannových podmínek 
předepsaných na F2 je křivkový integrál podél křivky F2 aproximován křivkovým 
integrálem podél aproximující křivky Th2. 
V první části článkuje studována konvergence metody konečných prvků při řešení 
nehomogenního Dirichletova problému eliptických rovnic řádu 2m + 2. Tato část 
článku zobecňuje výsledky získané v [12]: při použití zakřivených trojúhelníkových 
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konečných Cm-prvkň popsaných v [12] je rychlost konvergence v normě prostoru 
Hm+í(Qh) opět 0(h
2m+í). 
V druhé části článku je analyzována konvergence metody konečných prvků 
v případě nehomogenního smíšeného okrajového problému eliptických rovnic 
druhého řádu při použití Koukalových polynomů stupně 2k + 1 [5, Věta 5] a Zlá-
malových zakřivených trojúhelníkových konečných C°-prvků [11], které lze na Kou­
kalovy prvky napojit. Rychlost konvergence v normě prostoru H1 (£>,,) je 0(h2k+1). 
V obou částech článku je studován vliv numerické integrace na rychlost kon­
vergence. 
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